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As most everyone is overwhelmingly aware, these are unprecedented times. COVID-19 has changed 

almost every aspect of our day-to-day lives. Social distancing, masks, virtual meetings and statements 

such as ‘you’re muted’ have become norms seemingly overnight. Our personal and business lives have 

significantly changed, and so should the way we look at risk.  

Historically, and rightfully so, institutional and business assets are measured in part through real 

improvements to land; buildings, a.k.a., brick and mortar. Buildings and other property are protected 

through sprinkler systems, alarms and insurance policies. These loss control measures are very typical 

to any good risk management program and protect the value and function of these assets. Since many 

institutions and corporations have vacated these assets in order to stay safe, work from home, 

intranet systems and networks have become, in a sense, the new “brick and mortar.”  How should risk 

management programs evolve in response to these changes? 

Solid risk management programs address the identification, analysis, control and financing of risk. A 

solid Cyber Liability and data breach insurance program should provide support to each of these risk 

management functions. 

Cyber Liability and data breach insurance policies have been available in the marketplace for well over a 

decade. These policies, in their simplest form, can provide the basics of coverage. First party coverage; 

coverage for financial losses sustained by the Named Insured, and Third-Party coverage; coverage for 

suits brought against the Named Insured due to a data privacy breach or other covered cause of loss. 

These basic types of policies potentially fill only one gap in the management of risk – risk financing. A 

strong Cyber Liability and data breach insurance program will assist in the identification, analysis and 

control of risk. 

The genesis of risk is identifying it. Customarily risk is identified through a process of questions in the 

form of checklists and or applications. A deeper the dive in this phase can result in better understanding 

of the cyber risk itself, its potential impact on systems and services, and the balance sheet. Partnering 

with an insurance carrier that provides support in the identification and analysis of risk so that it can be 

measured based on institution size and benchmark loss data is critical. Understanding how much 

insurance coverage is needed and why, is central to a purchasing decision. 

Loss control services in the Cyber Liability insurance space vary from insurance carrier to insurance 

carrier. Most will provide Employee eLearning to reduce a Phishing loss opportunity. These types of 

services are typically available in many languages to address a diverse employee base. A comprehensive 

suite of loss control services will include Blacklist IP Blocking and domain protection, infrastructure 

vulnerability scans, forensic risk consultation, and one-on-one sessions with cyber security risk 

consultants to assist Technology Departments in their loss control efforts. Loss control efforts in cyber 

security must be hyper vigilant. Partnering with an insurance carrier with a broad range of these services 

at no additional cost is a healthy addition to a risk management program. 



Claims services provided by a Cyber Liability and data breach insurance program should also be 

considered when purchasing Cyber Liability insurance coverage. Basics of Cyber Liability claims services 

include a ‘1-800’ number for 24/7 incident reporting. More robust claim service programs include legal 

and public relations consultation, at no cost, to assist in the management of the claim. Notifying 

customers and relaying information to the public, if necessary, can appear a daunting task while amid 

system shutdowns. These types of services can be invaluable in the claims process. Insurance carrier 

supported legal and public relations teams understand the terrain of a cyber/data breach claim and how 

best to navigate through. 


